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While it is common knowledge that men are prejudiced about the qualities and traits of Chinese
girls, it is also a well known fact that only a handful of Chinese females actually know what men
seek in a relationship. Sadly, a majority of these oriental females are completely unaware of the
expectations and needs of their online dating partners which create much hindrance in ensuring the
success of their long team alliances. Given below are some common things that most men seek in a
relationship with a Chinese female.

Space: One of the most important things that Chinese girls need to provide their dating partner is
space. This means that men need to feel a sense of freedom and be able to spend time alone or
with their friends, despite being involved in a committed relationship with the woman of their
dreams. In fact, the feeling of being caged and chained that makes men run away from commitment.

Respect: Most men are extremely egoistic and do not like to be treated just like everyone else by
their girlfriends. They often demand greater respect when in a relationship and take offence even on
the most insignificant issues. Even though Chinese females are well versed in the art of pampering
the egos of their male partners, any conscious efforts they make to show respect and regard can go
a long way in maintaining happy and peaceful relationship.

Trust: Most men hate it when their dating partners keep questioning them about their whereabouts
and fail to have a complete faith in them. Trust is a vital aspect of a relationship and it is quite
natural for guys to feel cheated if their girlfriends are not willing to confide in them or refuse to
believe their sincere intentions. So, while Chinese girls need to remain cautious of falling prey to
online criminals, they also need to make sure that they do not lose a genuine guy just because of
their insecurities.
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